The national Democratic Party failed to understand the seismic, social, and political shock waves generated by the 1973 Roe vs. Wade decision, according to Robert Casey, governor of Pennsylvania.

"In the two decades since then, the party's position on abortion went from open and closed to dialogue and divided," millions of Democrats headed for those open doors and they never came back," Casey said in a speech yesterday on "The Democratic Party and the Politics of Abortion.

"Too many Democrats in this country have had a bad feeling in their hearts and in their souls about the national Democratic Party because the Democratic Party broke its compact with mainstream America when it voted against itself as the party of abortion demand," he said. According to Casey, the pro-abortion forces in the Democratic Party have succeeded in alienating Democrats such as himself by catering to special interest groups who control the party's purse strings. These special interests have turned the party away from the traditional values of millions of Democrats, be he said.

The party has shut off discussion on the issue. Even this prohibition has not stopped eighty members of the House of Democratic Representatives from voting against the party's pro-abortion position, added Casey.

"This is more than an issue of rights. It is an issue of right and wrong, and millions of Democrats think their party's dead wrong on abortion," Casey said. "The party will stay wrong until they open the party and open the platform process to dialogue and debate," he said.

Casey said the Democratic Party has failed to capture the electorate. According to Casey, the party leaders in the last week to two-thirds of its original size in favor of more gradual change.

Among these changes were increasing the number of elected faculty from 18 to 24. The committee hoped to increase the size of the faculty and, in turn, to make them more influential in the Academic Council. The Academic Council, according to Professor Suzanne Marley, was "the faculty wanted to be prominent in the deliberation of where we should go," added O'Connor.

There was some debate, however, about how such a restructuring would increase the influence of the faculty in the deliberation of academic issues, Marley said in 1994.

It is not only the faculty that struggle despite veto. It is time for the party to understand theasic, social, and political shock waves generated by the 1973 Roe vs. Wade decision, according to Robert Casey, governor of Pennsylvania. The president's proposal in defense spending at $291.5 billion. The vote was 11-10, with Hollings and Dodd joining the GOP members.

The vote represented a setback for Senate Democratic leaders, who had been hoping for a deeper defense cut than the president has proposed in the aftermath of the dissolution of the Soviet Union. It came after Defense Secretary Dick Cheney lobbied several of the senators by telephone.

"This says an enormous amount about the strength of the military-industrial complex in this country," Sasser said after the vote. "Bringing down excessive military spending is going to be a long, excruciating process, because they'll resist you at every turn." Hollings argued that his plan would avoid throwing hundreds of thousands of troops and civilian defense related workers out of work.

"You don't want to counsel yourself out by closing out Fort Dix... and have them coming up here looking for more unemployment compensation," Hollings said.

Sasser's defense figure was immediately attacked by Republicans and some Democrats as being too deep, and by other lawmakers as being too shallow.

"The ice is cracking, and we don't know how things will end up in the Soviet Union," Domenici told reporters. "What's so bad about waiting three or four years before we drastically reduce the defense." Thanks to sizable Democratic defections, the House and Senate have rejected efforts by party leaders in the last week to shift billions of dollars from defense to social programs. Even with all savings directed at deficit reduction, Democrats are split over how far the Pentagon's budget should be shrunk.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate Budget Committee approved a $1.5 trillion budget for next year Thursday after rejecting a plan by its Democratic chairman to cut defense spending by $5 billion and agreeing to limit the reduction to $5 billion, about what President Bush had proposed.

The overall budget for fiscal 1993, which begins Oct. 1, was $199.5 trillion, which begins Oct. 1, was adopted a proposal by Hollings and Pet Domenici of New Mexico, the panel's ranking Republican, that would set fiscal 1993 defense spending at $291.5 billion. The vote was 11-10, with Hollings and Dodd joining the GOP members.

The vote represented a setback for Senate Democratic leaders, who had been hoping for a deeper defense cut than the president has proposed in the aftermath of the dissolution of the Soviet Union. It came after Defense Secretary Dick Cheney lobbied several of the senators by telephone.

"This says an enormous amount about the strength of the military-industrial complex in this country," Sasser said after the vote. "Bringing down excessive military spending is going to be a long, excruciating process, because they'll resist you at every turn." Hollings argued that his plan would avoid throwing hundreds of thousands of troops and civilian defense related workers out of work.

"You don’t want to counsel yourself out by closing out Fort Dix... and have them coming up here looking for more unemployment compensation," Hollings said.

Sasser’s defense figure was immediately attacked by Republicans and some Democrats as being too deep, and by other lawmakers as being too shallow.

"The ice is cracking, and we don’t know how things will end up in the Soviet Union," Domenici told reporters. "What's so bad about waiting three or four years before we drastically reduce the defense." Thanks to sizable Democratic defections, the House and Senate have rejected efforts by party leaders in the last week to shift billions of dollars from defense to social programs. Even with all savings directed at deficit reduction, Democrats are split over how far the Pentagon's budget should be shrunk.

By MAURA HOGAN

Kelly, Carrier win GSU elections

By BRENDAN QUINN

Casey: Party must rethink abortion

Editor's Note: The following is the third of four articles address the issue of parties participation in the academic governance of the University.

By DAVID KINNEY

Faculty vow to keep struggling despite veto

Part3 of 4
INSIDE COLUMN

‘New left’ needs right motives

With the end of the century drawing near, the U.S. and the world find themselves suddenly confronting the socioecomic ramifications of a new left. We find ourselves faced with depletion of the ozone layer over our heads, not just over penguins at the South Pole. We have just begun to realize the extent of the ecological damage we’ve created in becoming the world’s only superpower.

Those of us that find ourselves on the political left see a low, but growing trend of former moderates and conservatives wading across the mainstream into becoming the despised “L” word (liberal). It is a defection of the left, caused in part by the realization that not everyone is as well off now as they were twelve years ago, the rich are richer, the poor are still poor and their numbers still grow.

What is Notre Dame’s place in this trend to the left? Undoubtedly, we are a conservatively leaning campus, but we are also predominantly a Christian campus, with a graduate, under­graduate and faculty composition.

Christianity, and Notre Dame as a Christian place, should not dictate political ideologies. Rather, it mandates us to follow the “bleeding heart” of Christ, in so much as we struggle to live the Gospel and follow Christ’s example of righteousness living, even in His humility.

Why should anyone be ashamed of trying to modernize our political views?

David Horowitz, in his recent campus lecture “Deconstructing the Left,” recognized that many of the ideals touted by the radicals of the 1960’s ended up causing more problems than they solved, despite the good intentions. He cited how the South Vietnamese people were victim to greater oppression due to U.S. withdrawal from the war and from the Communist regime that soon thereafter conquered that country.

He implied that the left protested most often just to protest and often failed to think out all the consequences of what they stood for.

The sexual revolution, he said, was responsible for many problems currently in our society. He said that homosexuals in that time period were as promiscuous as heterosexuals, and the left felt that no one should be allowed to dictate another’s lifestyle. As a result, AIDS was rampant, and the left failed to take out any measures to stop the spread of this terrible disease.

As the new political left forms today and in years to come, those leading it and those joining it must realize that their idealism must be balanced with practicality.

Whatever one’s political ideology, there remains far too much importance and more challenging and compelling than any political view. However the country’s young intellectuals swing their political views, we must all dedicate our idealism to reflection upon Christ, Ghandi, and King. Good intentions can backfire, but Christ’s example cannot if we keep the faith.

The views expressed in the Inside Column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

MARKET UPDATE

YESTERDAY’S TRADING/ April 2

VOLUME IN SHARES 191,580

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARKET INDEX</th>
<th>OPEN</th>
<th>HIGH</th>
<th>LOW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NYSE INDEX</td>
<td>225.9</td>
<td>229.5</td>
<td>221.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S&amp;P COMPOSITE</td>
<td>100.3</td>
<td>101.6</td>
<td>100.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES INDUSTRIALS</td>
<td>3,256.9</td>
<td>3,285.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM COMPOSITE</td>
<td>100.3</td>
<td>101.6</td>
<td>100.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRECIOUS METALS</td>
<td>GOLD: $429.00</td>
<td>SILVER: 4.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ON THIS DAY IN HISTORY

In 1865: Union forces occupied the Confederate capital of Richmond, Va., during the Civil War.

In 1862: The notorious Mississippi bushwhacker Jesse James was shot to death in St. Joseph, Mo., by Robert Ford, a member of his own gang.

In 1948: President Truman signed the Marshall Plan, which allocated more than $5 billion in aid to 16 European countries.

In 1978: Jane Byrne became the first woman to be elected mayor of Chicago, as she defeated Republican Wallace Johnson.
There are, however, several areas where the faculty have a lot of power over governance issues, including deciding on curriculum within their academic departments and making recommendations for appointments and promotions of faculty and promotions, according to Provost Timothy O'Meara. "Basically all of the recommendations that come from faculty committees are accepted," he said.

However, as the University's faculty improves in quality, more will question why they do not have as much say in the larger academic issues as at other universities.

Professor Philip Quinn, who taught at Brown University said that at other universities, "a good administration provides leadership, ... but has to provide reasons for its decisions."

University President Father Edward Malloy, however, emphasized that the difference between universities lies in what can be transferred from one institution to another and what is unique about a given institution.

"One of the reasons why we have some things which distinguish us is connected to the administrative vision of the University," he said. "In the midst of what is a healthy and thriving University we need to assure that we do not lose our core values and the fundamental realities that bind us together."

Several faculty members have expressed concern about the trial of Malloy's veto as expressed in his letter published in The Observer Feb. 17.

In that letter, he said that "There are certain aspects of Notre Dame which are distinctive if not unique. Foremost among these is our Catholic identity. This must be preserved at all costs."

O'Meara emphasized that this does not mean that the identity is static. "It changes with time, it changes even as the Church changes."

Many faculty believe that for Notre Dame to be a great Catholic University, they must be among those working on that project, he said.

O'Connor, among others, said that the faculty believes that this excludes them from the University's Catholic mission. While he said that he believes that the Holy Cross Fathers must be a central player in the administration, the faculty must also be a part of the mission to protect Notre Dame's Catholic identity.

"There will be no way of being a Catholic University unless the faculty are part of that endeavor," said Burdell. "The core of Malloy's argument," said O'Connor, "was that the reorganization of the Academic Council so that it could be more active ... is some sort of threat to Notre Dame's Catholic identity."

If the faculty perceives this to be the case, a number of negative consequences could result, O'Connor said. This attitude implies that "the president thinks that there is a basic incompatibility between Catholicism and the values that the faculty has devoted their lives to," and could lead the faculty to become cynical of the concept of a Catholic mission.

"If this is true, then Notre Dame is in deep, deep trouble," O'Connor said.

Quinn agreed. "The only people that can make it a Catholic university are the faculty and the students in the classroom ... If it is going to be that the only people who can protect this is the administration, then the Catholic identity is doomed."

O'Meara, however, attempted to clarify this point of view. In the past, he said, decisions about how to execute the Catholic mission in the University were made by the Holy Cross Fathers, the founding religious order of the University.

In the last 20 years, since the Board of Trustees became a board of laymen, the responsibility has become a dual partnership between the laity and the Holy Cross Fathers, he said.

"But if the whole question is lent to the faculty at large," he continued, "we have a lot of evolution to go through before we are ready to claim that we the faculty have a specific responsibility. An imprint has not been made on the faculty at large that would enable it to successfully undertake this responsibility."

O'Meara emphasized that most faculty, including himself, have a strong desire to see the Catholic identity continue. However, "If you took faculty that were totally prepared by secular universities, do they have the moral makeup to execute this for the future?"

"I don't discount the faculty individually or as a group," said Malloy. "But people of good will are not the same as the structure for the University — in the College, in its distinctive identity — are important."
Faculty
continued from page 1
profoundly. Instead, everyone's interests should be for the good of the University, he said.
Malloy also expressed oppo­
sition to increasing the number of faculty on the Council be­
cause it would alter the blend of faculty, administration, and students, a composition that
serves the interests of Notre Dame.
"I think the nature of the de­
cision-making apparatus of the University about academic poli­
cies...is best served by that kind of composition," he said.
The proposal approved by the Council also called for the cre­
ation of a number of standing committees. These would be able to examine issues more closely and to provide the rest of the council with more infor­
mation so that it could make more informed decisions, ac­
cording to Fuchs.
"Many times," he continued, "I vote in a vacuum." Castellino said that a lot of faculty members are not inter­
ested in participating in the committees, and expressed
concern that a small minority of individuals are thus involved.
"I sense that some of the con­
cern about the Academic Council," said Malloy, "is that people are trying to make it do
more than what the Colloquy did in November, Casey said.
"My party will never succeed unless we can reach into the
living rooms of America to make our presence felt," said Casey.
"The people are waiting and they are watching. They are
ready to open the door."

Casey
continued from page 1
Presidency because the party refuses to "take the high ground" on the value issues such as abortion. Casey used the 1992 election as an exam­
ple, alleging that although the people preferred Dukakis on program­matic issues, Dukakis could not convince the elec­
torate that he cared about val­
ues.
Pro-life Democrats must take a solid stand to demonstrate to
the millions of American voters that the Democratic Party is the
party of life, added Casey.
"We, Democrats, must fight for
life with the same passion that
Democrats throughout history have fought for liberty," said Casey. "If the national Democratic Party and its can­
didates offer a strong value-oriented message," he said, "the people will welcome them back into their homes and into their hearts and into the White House once again."
The current candidates, must, therefore, address the heart and soul of the electorate if they

SECURITY BEAT

MONDAY, MARCH 30
9:50 a.m. A University faculty member reported the theft of his un­
locked bicycle from the basement of the Pre­
xy Library.
10:13 a.m. A Flanner Hall resident reported the theft of his real card.
10:34 a.m. Notre Dame Security and Notre Dame Fire assisted an injured University employee who had fallen in Pascua­
lia East. The victim was transported by ambulance to Saint Joseph Medical Center.
2:15 p.m. Notre Dame Security discovered a car window had been broken into in the C1 parking lot.
The car owner had been taken from the vehicle.
5:30 p.m. A Keenan Hall resident reported the theft of his lunch from the Rice Library.
7:40 p.m. A Saint Mary's College student reported the theft of his bookbag from the South Dining Hall.
7:45 p.m. Notre Dame Security reported the theft of his gen bag from the Lottin Center.
8:54 p.m. A Notre Dame student reported the theft of his compact disc player from the Hesburgh Library.
11:35 p.m. Notre Dame Security cited an Indianapolis resident for traveling through a 30 mph zone on Eden Road.

TUESDAY, MARCH 31
1:45 a.m. A Grace Hall resident reported the theft of his unlocked
bicycle from the west side bike rack at the Hesburgh Library.
7:37 a.m. A Notre Dame student reported the theft of her wallet from her dorm breach while she was at Allegro's in LaFortune.
10:41 a.m. Notre Dame Security assisted an injured University student from the Student Health Center to the St. Joseph Medical Center.
4:27 a.m. A Notre Dame student reported that his car had been broken into while his car doors were open and his vehicle was parked in Red Field.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 1
1:30 a.m. A Notre Dame student reported the theft of the basement locker room of the Rockies Memorial Building.
7:34 a.m. Notre Dame Security reviewed a report that a sign had been stolen from outside of Allegro's in LaFortune.
Delegates: Arabs, Israelis will meet

By AMY GREENWOOD

Although the two groups have not reached an agreement, Shiloh said he feels they have made significant progress.

"The mere fact that Arabs and Israelis can get together under one roof and speak without third parties for many, many hours as well as breathe the same air is something that, for 43 years, was unthinkable and unbelievable," he said.

Shiloh, who serves on the Israeli delegation, said both the Israelis and the Palestinians have discussed a non-aggression treaty. He said that the U.S. delegation will not come up with any evidence that Israel negotiated with the Chinese.

Shiloh is the highest ranking Israeli official ever to visit South Bend, according to the Notre Dame public relations office.

Recollection services and a diversity workshop have been held to maintain peace at Manchester College, according to Michael Nogues, chairman of Psychology and head of the college's Mediation Service.

"Conflict is natural and there is a need to work with healthy ways of dealing with conflict," Zimmerman said. "Students have learned about other groups and identifying the misconceptions that will ripple." Zimmerman said, "in a few hours 100 people have ended successfully in resolving their conflict. The parties then sign a non-legally binding statement saying the resolution has been reached." Zimmerman said.

Students said MCRS' s main goal is to facilitate communication, and success is not judged by how well people interact, by whether or not they could come to an agreement.

MCRS has 30 active volunteers and has 500 active in the community. Over 15 cases, 100 percent of which have ended successfully in resolution. According to Zimmerman, all cases are strictly confidential.

Native American students planning Powwow to celebrate their heritage

By MARA DIVIS

Native American students will celebrate their heritage through dance at the Native American Student Association's Powwow at Stepan Center Saturday afternoon. According to the group's co-president Deswany Esadty and Lavern Yazzie, the fourth annual Powwow, which will involve traditional Native American dancing, is geared toward promoting and strengthening the culture of Native Americans in the communities of South Notre Dame and the Michiana area.

"It's in our way of sharing our culture. The meaning behind the whole thing is sharing our beliefs with others," Esadty said.

The event will consist of a grand entry, in which traditional dancers will enter and display their individual tribal dances. Intertribal dances for anyone interested will follow, Yazzie said. This year the group will sponsor a contest for men's, women's, and intertribal divisions, Yazzie said.

Also on the agenda is an arts and crafts fair open to the public. The fair will sponsor a raffle between each dance performance, Yazzie said.

According to Esadty, the Powwow is the Native American Student Association's largest event for the year.

"We're not a small group," Esadty said. "This is our biggest event, and we depend on a lot of support from groups on campus. Everyone is welcome," he said.

The Powwow will begin with the dancers' grand entrance at 12 p.m. and dancing will last throughout the day.

FUN FACT

Approximately 37 percent of the calories in the average American diet are from fat, the American Heart Association says. In order to decrease the risk of atherosclerosis, attacks and strokes, the AHA recommends less than 30 percent of calories come from fat.

By GERALDINE HAMILTON

Manchester students help colleagues resolve conflicts

The work of the mediator "more often focuses on the settlement of the specific conflict," Zimmerman said.

When asked to help resolve a conflict, he said, an MCRS mediator questions those involved and decides whether the group can be of service. If all parties agree to be involved, a meeting is set up, he said.

There is a small trained listening panel consisting of three to five students who work on a volunteer basis, Zimmerman said. In the first phase of the meeting, the panel listens to each party tell their story and clarify important issues.

In the second phase, the opposing parties speak directly to each other, explaining their views of the conflict, he said. Then the panel and the parties review what has happened and the panel assists the parties in reaching a resolution to their conflict. The parties then sign a non-legally binding statement saying the resolution has been reached.

Students said that MCRS' s main goal is to facilitate communication, and success is not judged by how well people interact, by whether or not they could come to an agreement.

MCRS has 30 active volunteers and has 500 active in the community. Over 15 cases, 100 percent of which have ended successfully in resolution.

According to Zimmerman, all cases are strictly confidential. Most come to the MCRS though the students involved in the conflict or residence life staff contacting the service, he said.

Zimmerman, who is promoting the spread of this type of intervention, said the MCRS services "can have an impact because they bridge different groups of people.

According to a Manchester student, the skills that are learned in the workshop are useful in other classes and found in useful positions learned about other groups and learning the personal impact of the social incidents of discrimination.

There are 100 people at each workshop and Zimmerman said, "In the future 100 people can be impacted positively in a process that is a positive, non-confrontational manner, where bridges are built."
Clinton more vulnerable to character attacks than Bush to criticism of record

WASHINGTON (AP) — Democratic presidential front-runner Bill Clinton is more vulnerable to attacks on his character than President Bush is to criticism of his record in office, according to a nationwide poll released Thursday.

The poll, the latest in a series by the Times Mirror Center for The People and The Press, questioned three separate samples of the public last week.

One sample was a traditional, neutral matchup of Bush and Jackson, and the People and Press, Thursday.

Clinton got 34 percent and Tsongas 25 percent. Jackson's own campaign for the Democratic presidential nomination in 1984 was marked by tensions over remarks that were taken by many Jews to be anti-Semitic and anti-Israel.

The episode demonstrated Brown's problem among Jewish voters who account for an estimated 30 percent of the vote in a New York Democratic primary.

In key primaries this year, Brown trailed Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton and former Sen. Paul Tsongas of Massachusetts among Jewish voters.

But in Connecticut on March 24, Brown not only won the primary but received 37 percent of the Jewish vote while Clinton got 34 percent and Tsongas 25 percent. Jackson's own campaign for the Democratic presidential nomination in 1984 was marked by tensions over remarks that were taken by many Jews to be anti-Semitic and anti-Israel.

"That is not an opinion held universally by Jewish people," Jackson said while taping an appearance on the Phil Donahue television show. "During this time of polarity we need to hope that blacks and Jews would work together."

But Brown has a number of times named Jackson as his choice as a running mate and said the civil rights leader is qualified both because of his experience and because he could help to heal America's racial tensions.

Clinton's alleged marital affairs and conflicts of interest, and his failures in the job, Bush's margin climbed to 54-39 percent.

But in the sample asked first about Clinton's character issues, Bush's margin climbed to 15 points — 54 to 39 percent.

Andrew Kohut said the outcome "does represent the potential the Republican Party has in a campaign situation to further worsen the public image of Bill Clinton."

The poll, the latest in a series by the Times Mirror Center for The People and The Press, questioned three separate samples of the public last week.

One sample was a traditional, neutral matchup of Bush and Clinton. But in a second sample, people were first asked a series of questions about Bush's handling of the economy, his failure to get rid of Saddam Hussein in Iraq and the breaking of his no-new-taxes pledge. A third sample was asked first about Clinton's alleged marital affairs and conflicts of interest, and his Vietnam draft status.

In the neutral sample, Bush led Clinton 50 percent to 43 percent. When people were first reminded about the president's failures in the job, Bush's margin was cut to 48-45.

"But in the sample asked first about Clinton's character issues, Bush's margin climbed to 15 points — 54 to 39 percent," Andrew Kohut said. "It is time to take Mr. Nota out of the race. Mr. Nota is N.O.T.A. — none of the above."

Some Cuomo supporters have said they would like to see a brokered convention so the New York governor could have a shot at gaining the nomination.

Asked if he were completely out of the race, Cuomo said: "I'm not in it."

"There are only two possibilities — being in the race and being out of the race," Cuomo added. "I am not in it, therefore I am out of it."

Cuomo, who plans to meet with Clinton on Saturday, said the Arkansas governor "is very close to locking (the nomination) up already."

Nonetheless, Cuomo said the race for Tuesday's New York primary remains "a horse race."

Cuomo also predicted that if Clinton won the nomination, his enduring the character questions would be an asset because he would have "faced it and faced it down."

Happy 19th Birthday John Wensinger Our Favorite Little German Irishman

Love, Mom, Dad, Ben, David, and Sadie
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• Bring in this Ad for $50 off 1st months rent
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TB at an ‘alarming stage’ in New York

DECATUR, Ga. (AP) — Tuberculosis has reached an alarming stage in New York City, but nationwide the disease’s comeback seems to have slowed, TB specialists said Thursday.

The nation reported 26,283 cases in 1991, up 2.3 percent from 1990, according to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control. That’s a far milder increase than a year earlier, according to the CDC told the agency’s Advisory Committee on the Elimination of Tuberculosis at a meeting in suburban Atlanta. “I couldn’t tell you what next year will be.”

“I have some concerns as to whether we’re hearing about all the tuberculosis,” added Dr. Dixie Snider, director of the CDC’s TB division. “Our opinion is there are a lot more out there... but we know about it.”

Tuberculosis, once a dreaded plague, fell sharply in the decades following the invention of antibiotic drug therapy. U.S. cases fell from about 84,000 in 1953 to 22,000 in 1985.

But the disease then began a resurgence, preying largely on people whose systems are already weakened by the AIDS virus. And the disease is increasingly appearing in forms resistant to the most commonly used TB drugs, greatly complicating treatment.

Tuberculosis is spread through the air by those with active TB, usually by coughing or sneezing. Infection occurs after prolonged exposure, putting those in close quarters with TB patients at greatest risk. An estimated 10 million Americans are infected, but most will never become ill, and do not pose a threat to others.

In New York City — which accounted for as much as one in six U.S. TB cases in preliminary reporting last year — a study found 34 percent of tuberculous cases resistant to at least one anti-TB drug. The report for 1991 found 3,685 cases. The previous year, the city had 3,554 cases, the CDC said.

The problem is especially acute among New York’s poor and homeless. A Harlem Hospital study found 89 percent of TB patients never finished their therapy and thus were at risk to infect untold others.

“We ought to make a compelling cry for help for New York City,” said Dr. Michael Tan of the CDC’s TB council. “The situation really is at the meltdown stage.”

“The potential is there,” Snider said. “It’s a very large pool of potential positive reactors that New York is the nation’s ‘epicenter of homelessness and the epicenter of the AIDS epidemic.’ ”

Resolving campus conflicts

Gary Zimmerman, professor of psychology at Manchester college, speaks at a lecture yesterday about “Solving Campus Conflicts Through Meditation.” He said that reconciliation services have been one tool for maintaining peace at the college.

Pro-life priest: abortion is not only a women’s issue

By LYNN O’DONNELL

Pro-life advocate Father Charles Fiori spoke yesterday on a variety of issues concerning abortion.

Fiori showed the group a tiny, pink model of a baby, and called it a true representation of a fetus. “4,600 babies a day, one anti-TB drug. The report for 1991 found 3,685 cases. The previous year, the city had 3,554 cases, the CDC said.

The problem is especially acute among New York’s poor and homeless. A Harlem Hospital study found 89 percent of TB patients never finished their therapy and thus were at risk to infect untold others.
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“The potential is there,” Snider said. “It’s a very large pool of potential positive reactors that New York is the nation’s ‘epicenter of homelessness and the epicenter of the AIDS epidemic.’ ”
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The problem is especially acute among New York’s poor and homeless. A Harlem Hospital study found 89 percent of TB patients never finished their therapy and thus were at risk to infect untold others.

“We ought to make a compelling cry for help for New York City,” said Dr. Michael Tan of the CDC’s TB council. “The situation really is at the meltdown stage.”

“The potential is there,” Snider said. “It’s a very large pool of potential positive reactors that New York is the nation’s ‘epicenter of homelessness and the epicenter of the AIDS epidemic.’ ”

Resolving campus conflicts

Gary Zimmerman, professor of psychology at Manchester college, speaks at a lecture yesterday about “Solving Campus Conflicts Through Meditation.” He said that reconciliation services have been one tool for maintaining peace at the college.
U.S. officials find no evidence
Israel sold China military items

WASHINGTON (AP) — A team of U.S. officials found no
evidence during a fact-finding
trip to Israel that Israel had
secretly supplied a U.S. Patriot
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China, the State Department
secretary of Defense said.
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Could ‘Governor Moonbeam’ be JFK of the 90’s?

At three o’clock in the morning, it is impossible to say anything about Dave’s Doughnuts without feeling as if you’re uttering timeless profundities. That plus the Earl’s coffee and greasy doughnuts is a great combination.

Andrew Cutrofello
Subterranean Homespun Politics

our conversation, decided it was time to throw in his two cents worth of Delphic oracle wisdom. “Hey,” he began promisingly. “What if JFK knew he was calling himself a jelly doughnut?” I mean, give the guy credit.”

“Let them eat cake,” Denise put in.


“History belongs to the workers of the world,” my Marxist friend Dex offered.

“We are the world,” I observed, savouring my first truly timeless profundity of the night. “We are the children.” I marvelled to think of what depths of profundity we might sink to. Clearly there was no room in my present Weltanschauung for even these modest insights.

Jocelyn had been trying to convince us for at least an hour that we should all help her campaign for Jerry Brown. She had this theory about Brown as a Zeitgeist, that we should all help her convince us for at least an hour that JFK was to his Zeitgeist.

Jocelyn had been listening intensely to her story.

Jocelyn’s friend Denise had recommended the glazed jelly rolls. “They’ll go with our conversation,” Dex noted.

“Jocelyn, you are right,” I reflected. “After all, we belong to a generation that’s lived through the fall of the Bastille Wall.” I was on a roll.

“I agree,” said Dave. “It’s like we’re between rinse and spin in the great washing machine of history. Anyone want I should put extra glaze on this next batch of jelly rolls?”

“Seriously,” Jocelyn persisted, “think about what Jerry Brown represents. I mean, OK, he may be just another political charlatan with a gimmicky product. And granted that his tax plan might prove to be regressive, but he also represents our last reason for believing it’s possible to bring about meaningful change within the system.”

“I know what you’re saying, Jocelyn,” Dex said, declining to join me in a fourth round of jelly rolls, “but that’s just it. Maybe there is an real hope for change within the system. Maybe real change can only come from struggles against the system.”

Jocelyn shook her head. “Come on, Dex. Like you’re going to get a populist movement to overthrow this government? Not in the richest country in the world at the apex of its global hegemony.”

“No less likely than an effective populist electoral movement,” Dex replied.

The rest of us looked at Jocelyn, waiting for her response. “All I’m saying,” she said finally, “is that we have the opportunity to elect someone who might make a difference. We can choose to get involved or we can cynically sit this one out.”

The cabby pulled his chair up to our table. “What I hear on TV is this Brown guy is some kind of kook. Isn’t he the one they used to call Governor Moonbeam?”

“It’s a media plot,” Denise said. “They don’t want anybody to take Brown’s campaign seriously so they say stuff like that.”

“When they say anything about his campaign all,” Jocelyn added. “Until the Michigan primary, the media almost completely ignored him. The New York Times gave just zero coverage to his win in Colorado.”

“Yeah,” Denise continued, “and then when they couldn’t ignore him any longer they had the nerve to write an article about how the TV news hadn’t been paying enough attention to the Brown campaign.”

A couple of fellow late-night travellers came in and sat down at the counter. Dave went over to take their order. The cab driver and I decided to split the last jelly roll. Dex grinned. “OK, Jocelyn, you got me. So how can I get involved in this campaign?”

Andrew Cutrofello is a professor of philosophy at Saint Mary’s College. His columns appear every other Friday.

---

DOONESBURY

AND THIS SECTION IS OUR HOST. HER NAME IS CAROL. SHE HAS SIX SQUARE MIDDY PIN BUTTONS ON HER CHEST AND IS WEARING A LADY'S PUBLIC RELATIONS PLASTIC NAME BADGE FOR THE LAST 15 YEARS.

ROUNDS! QUITE AN OPERATION YOU HAVE HERE, BUT THIS KIND OF ENERGY AND MOVERMENT INTO DEVELOPMENT IS POSITIVE INCENTIVE FOR THE PRESIDENT'S SCHOOL. SHEKET!”

QUOTE OF THE DAY

“To enter life by waly of the vagina is as good a way as any.”

Henry Miller

Stars into the butterfly, and submit.

QUOTES, P.O. Box Q, ND, 46556
**weekend calendar**

**friday**

**MUSIC**
- Brian, Colin & Vince, Grace Coffee House, 9 p.m.
- Rufus Meatbone, Twist & Shout, 9 p.m.
- Blue Ice, Midway Tavern Mishawaka, 9:30 p.m.
- Freddy Jones Band, Club Shenanigan's, 10 p.m.
- Urusea, Club 23, 10 p.m.
- Access Denied, Bridges, 10 p.m.

**EVENTS**
- Folk Dancing, Club House, Saint Mary's College, 7:30 p.m.
- Latin Expressions, Hesburgh Library Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
- "Meisenbach and Golden," Fute and harp duo, Little Theatre, Saint Mary's College, 8 p.m.

**saturday**

**MUSIC**
- Smear, Grace Coffee House, 9 p.m.
- Rufus Meatbone, Twist & Shout, 9 p.m.
- Blue Ice, Midway Tavern Mishawaka, 9:30 p.m.
- Freddy Jones Club Shenanigan's, 10 p.m.
- Way Past Tense, Club 23, 10 p.m.

**EVENTS**
- PowWow, StepAn Center, Grand Entrances, Noon & 6 p.m.
- Magic Show, Scottsdale Mall, Noon.
- "The Boys Next Door," South Bend Civic Theatre, 8 p.m.

**sunday**

**EVENTS**
- Notre Dame String Trio, Annenburg Auditorium, 2 p.m.
- Notre Dame Women's Choir, Basilica of the Sacred Heart, 8 p.m.
- Joyce Athletic Convocation Center, Noon.

**films**

**FRIDAY**
- "The Commitments," Annenburg Auditorium, 7:15 & 9:45 p.m.
- "Bugay," Cushing Auditorium, 8 & 10:30 p.m.

**SATURDAY**
- "The Commitments," Annenburg Auditorium, 7:15 & 9:45 p.m.
- "Bugay," Cushing Auditorium, 8 & 10:30 p.m.

---

**By MIKE HOBBES**

"It gives you confidence to do just about anything, whether you want to meet the ladies or walk tall, you just feel better about yourself," said Lynch.

Biking, whether stationary or distance, is an excellent form of aerobic exercise. For those that choose to stationary bike, such as stairmaster, the opportunity to interact with females is always present since it is done indoors. Others, though, will have nothing less than nature as their surroundings. Both Jason Domzal and Kevin Hardman find pleasure in the uninhibited boundaries of biking.

"As long as there is a road and a lack of inclement weather, I'm out biking. If there were right days in the week, I would be taking advantage of every one of them to be on the open road," said Domzal.

"With warm weather and a little time, there is no better pleasure than going as fast as I can with the wind in my face," Hardman added.

Both Domzal and Hardman bike between 30 and 40 miles a day.

"Most people think of time consumption, I think of it as personal pleasure," explained Domzal.

Another form of activity for many individuals is basketball. Rob Kuennen and Kevin Rule both play basketball at least a couple of times a week.

Kuennen explained that he and his section mates play basketball to get away from their other duties and as a chance to hang out together not just to ogle the females pass by.

"You're at St. John's or the JACC with your shirt off for the female passers-by and everybody is out there having fun and trying to be like Mike," said Kuennen.

Kevin Rule said he tries to play at least four or five times a week at the Hackett Memorial, but admits that the NCAA tournament drastically increases the number guys shooting on any given day.

"You can see tons of girls and guys out there. They are the light-hearted players who just want to have fun," said Rule.

Andy Sinn, the 1992 Bookstore Commissioner, reiterated most of Rule's comments on the natural increase in the sheer numbers of people playing basketball in the spring semester.

"This year we have 704 teams in Bookstore, which is a Guinness Book record," said Sinn.

---

**Work out**

By PAIGE SMORON

"As long as there is a road and a lack of inclement weather, I'm out biking. If there were right days in the week, I would be taking advantage of every one of them to be on the open road," said Domzal.

"With warm weather and a little time, there is no better pleasure than going as fast as I can with the wind in my face," Hardman added.

Both Domzal and Hardman bike between 30 and 40 miles a day.

"Most people think of time consumption, I think of it as personal pleasure," explained Domzal.

Another form of activity for many individuals is basketball. Rob Kuennen and Kevin Rule both play basketball at least a couple of times a week.

Kuennen explained that he and his section mates play basketball to get away from their other duties and as a chance to hang out together not just to ogle the females pass by.

"You're at St. John's or the JACC with your shirt off for the female passers-by and everybody is out there having fun and trying to be like Mike," said Kuennen.

Kevin Rule said he tries to play at least four or five times a week at the Hackett Memorial, but admits that the NCAA tournament drastically increases the number guys shooting on any given day.

"You can see tons of girls and guys out there. They are the light-hearted players who just want to have fun," said Rule.

Andy Sinn, the 1992 Bookstore Commissioner, reiterated most of Rule's comments on the natural increase in the sheer numbers of people playing basketball in the spring semester.

"This year we have 704 teams in Bookstore, which is a Guinness Book record," said Sinn.
Everyone believes that women are fat and ugly, according to an old stereotype. Whoever believes this fallacy must be blind to the multitude of women at ND who stay active, healthy and in shape.

Look around campus, check out the Rockne Memorial, go to the Joyce Athletic Convocation Center(JACC) and see girls all over the place sporting spandex and sweats while jogging and jumping around to the beat of lively tunes.

ND women do all kinds of sports and exercises to keep fit and trim, from running the gamut of aerobic exercise to judo.

Trish Gray, a sophomore from P.W., gets all the exercise she needs in her judo classes. "It's a lot of exercise because we do repeated sequences that use all the muscles," she said. "It's also a lot of fun because I get to throw people around."

The ultimate workout for sophomore Kathy Turner is a little bit of running, rollerblading, and even ballet. Once a week, she takes ballet class at Saint Mary's.

"(Ballet) is so therapeutic for me because of the concentration and coordination involved," Turner said. She added that she loves exercising and would rather "run around the lakes than take a nap" in order to "keep being in shape and have fun."

Lewis sophomore Carolyne Carson keeps her engines revving by playing competitive non-varsity sports in her free time, like indoor field hockey and lacrosse.

In addition to the sports, Carson, an admitted exercise fanatic, stays in tip-top shape by keeping a daily routine of running three miles in the morning and swimming a couple of laps in the afternoon.

"In high school I played sports all the time, so I do REC sports and exercise to stay in shape," she said. "I also like to keep a routine, so I try to exercise every day.

Missing the thrill of playing sports in high school, Jackie Macy, a Howard sophomore, says if she doesn't stay active and exercising, she gets "real lethargic."

She keeps in shape by doing high impact aerobics every Monday and Wednesday and step aerobics on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Friday, Saturday and Sunday she heads for the Rockne Memorial to break a sweat on the versa climber or the stair climber for about half-an-hour, row on the erg for about ten minutes and finish with some sit ups and push ups.

Sometimes Macy substitutes her exercise regimen with weight lifting to tone her muscles, she said.

ND senior Jen Vost likes to pump some iron, too, when she's not teaching aerobics twice a week for REC sports.

She said she was intimidated at first when she went to the third floor weight room in the Rockne Memorial because of all the "macho" guys in there. However, now that she's a regular weight lifter, she "doesn't think twice about being there."

She said she enjoys leading aerobics twice a week, as well, because it keeps her in shape and she has fun exercising to the energizing music.

Vost noted that most of the students that attend her classes are girls. Over 1,000 Notre Dame women this year have participated in the aerobic fitness programs provided by REC sports, according to Greg Kigar, intramural coordinator at REC sports.

Overall, there are six different types of aerobic programs and 17 classes offered, he said. Students can take low, medium, high, combination of low and high, step, stretch, and water aerobics if so desired.

Approximately 2,000 girls each year participate in the myriad of sports and exercise classes offered at Notre Dame through REC Sports, Kigar added.

Women at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's have the opportunity to play sports and take fitness classes they might not have had the chance to do anywhere else such as football, water polo, racquetball, sailing, skiing, aerobatics, yoga and judo.

Most women who have taken advantage of these opportunities agree that playing sports and exercising isn't just a way to keep healthy and stay in shape, but also to release pressure and get out some frustrations.

As for the old stereotype that all Notre Dame girls are fat and ugly, the ND women who are keeping active and staying in shape prove it's simply not valid.

"The stereotype is so ridiculous," Macy said. "I was expecting the stereotype to be true when I first came to Notre Dame. But I was surprised to see so many girls involved in sports and in such great shape. Girls here really take care of themselves because many of them are competitive and want to win about everything, their classes, their work and their health."

By JULIE BARRETT
Account Writer

ND women prove fitness stereotypes wrong

---

Pasquerilla West freshmen Egin Chen demonstrates a proper balance between fashion and fitness on a stairmaster at Rockne Memorial.
Help wanted: an SOS from a lonely dog

Darby O'Gill III has survived the winter, and is kind of friends who will keep him from discovering that April can be the cruellest month.

Darby has proven himself to be a dog for all seasons. In October, he thought that the trees shedding their leaves were playing a game with him.

Once winter arrived, I could have strapped a leg of brandy to his collar, and sent him to Switzerland to rescue travelers lost in the snowy Alps. He took to the cold as a duck takes to water, and you could get frosthitke just from seeing him plow through the drifts.

If the springtime ever comes, I foresee he'll feel the need of spending hours and hours sporting with the wild things; but to tell you the truth, I'm too old to sport with him.

I brought Darby to campus last September 14, when he was nine weeks old and weighed only five pounds. Now he's almost nine months old, and weighs twenty-four pounds; and he's still a puppy who wears me out with his playfulness and his willingness to make friends.

There's more love in that cocker spaniel than one priest needs, and he has an excess of energy that is wasted on me; and I'd be proud to have you make his acquaintance. I want students to know that he's available for walks, and for fun and games. He owns his own volleyball, and when it comes to sports, he has the heart of an Olympian.

None of this means I'm willing to farm Darby out to all comers. In my life, he's the little prince; and I'd require anyone volunteering to roam the quads with him to show me references, credit cards, and proof from the Red Cross that you've been trained to save lives.

A number of students have told me, "If you need help in taking care of him, I'd love to take him off your hands for a while." I'm not too proud to accept favors, and neither is Darby. On days when old age is slowing me down, it breaks my heart to see that young creature springing for the doorknob, in a vain attempt to turn it, so that he can let himself out for the airing he needs.

You may wonder: Why do you have a new pet, if you're too long in the tooth to take care of him? To tell you the truth, I depend on O'Gill to keep me young; however, lately I'm suffering from a slight case of "shingles" doesn't mean my Darby needs to look for a new home.

But no young dog is an island, and as Darby's master, neither am I an island. Both he and I have room in our lives for many friends, and this is a time in our lives we need them. The happy side to a dog like Darby is that once you've befriended him for fifteen minutes, he'll leave you walking tall from thinking so well of yourself as a human being.

There's a story I once heard about sheep, which could be applied, "mutatis mutandis," I think, to a cocker spaniel. The story explains why Moses was chosen by God to become the leader of the Jewish people.

Whenever Darby stands at the door, wild-eyed with restlessness, I try to tell him that the ravaged nerve ends around the door, wild-eyed with restlessness, I try to tell him that when you're walking him on a leash.

Moses, as a young man, tended sheep for his father-in-law. One day, a little lamb ran away from the flock. Moses went in pursuit of it over hill and dale. Finally the lamb stopped, once it reached a running stream, to have a drink of water.

Moses, seeing this, said apologetically, "Little lamb, I didn't realize that you ran away because you were thirsty." "Waiting until the little thing had finished refreshing itself, Moses picked it up and carried it back to the flock.

When God saw how kind Moses was to the thirsty lamb, the rabbis say, He knew he would be good to the Hebrew children. For when God wants to judge a person's character, the rabbis say, He looks to see how well that person tends the sheep.

God must be pleased with the character of any of us whom He sees showing tenderness to dumb creatures dependent on the kindness of strangers. Darby O'Gill III has never met a Notre Dame student that he doesn't regard as a candidate for instant friendship.

When my first Darby O'Gill was still alive, friends sent me the following piece. "God summoned a beast from the field and He said, Behold man, create in your image. Therefore will you protect him. You shall be—standing in for the time the driver in the wilderness, shepherd his flock, watch over his children, accompany him wherever he may go—ever unto civilization. You shall be his companion, his ally, his slave.

"To do these things, God said, it was only fitting that you cleave an accord beyond that of man with any other beast—or even man with man. Speak to your master only with your mind, and through your honest eyes.

"Walk by his side, sleep in his doorway, forage for him, ward off his enemies, carry his burdens, share his affections, love him and comfort him. And in return for this, man will fulfill your needs and wants—which shall be only food, shelter, and affection.

"So be silent, and be a friend to man. Guide him through the perils along the way to the land that I have promised him. This shall be your destiny and your immortality. So spake the Lord.

And the dog heard and was content.

In response to the many offers from students volunteering to Darby-sit I'm sending out this SOS asking, "Where are you now?"

At the same time, I'd like to apologize for turning my weekly Observer column into something that sounds like a personals-ad. The bottom line is, Darby can be your bound of heaven also, if you want him to be—standing in for the time being, the boundary of heaven waiting for you at home.

From START to Finish: The Future of Nuclear Security Issues

A Conference Presented by the Kroc Institute for International Peace Studies

Amy, Navy, and Air Force ROTC

University of Notre Dame

April 5-6, 1992

Hesburgh Library Auditorium

4:00 PM

Keynote Address: "The Future of Nuclear Security Issues"

SENATOR RICHARD LUGAR (R-IN)

Senate Foreign Relations Committee

Monday, April 6

Center for Continuing Education Auditorium

12:00 Noon

Keynote Address: "Challenges for U.S. Security in the Post-Cold War Era"

REPRESENTATIVE LES ASPIN (D-WI)

Chairman, House Armed Services Committee

1:30 PM


PROFESSOR JERRY HOUGH, Director of the Center for East-West Trade, Duke University

JO HUSBANDS, Staff Officer, Committee on International Security, National Academy of Sciences

GENERAL ED ROWNY, Former Army Control Advisor to Presidents Ronald Reagan and George Bush, Chief Negotiator for the START Talks

WHAT IF YOU DON'T GET INTO THE SCHOOL OF YOUR CHOICE? Sure, there are other schools. But why settle? Kaplan once again helps students name their schools and their choices of admission are altered into their first choice schools. Fact is, no one has helped students score higher!
[NO CLASSIFIEDS AVAILABLE]
NOTRE DAME WEEKEND

SPORTS SCHEDULE:

FRIDAY APRIL 3

WOMEN'S TENNIS @ AUSTIN, TX 5:00 PM

SOFABALL V. DETROIT (DH) 3:00 PM

TRACK @ TEXAS RELAYS 11:00 AM

SATURDAY APRIL 4

BASEBALL V. BALL STATE (DH) 1:00 PM

MEN'S TENNIS V. WEST VIRGINIA 1:00 PM

LACROSSE V. DEMISEN 11:00 AM

TRACK @ INDIANA INTERCOLLEGATES BLOOMINGTON, IN 11:00 AM

WOMEN'S GOLF @ IU INVITATIONAL BLOOMINGTON, IN 8:00 AM

SUNDAY APRIL 5

BASEBALL V. WESTERN MICHIGAN 1:00 PM

MEN'S TENNIS V. WISCONSIN 1:00 PM

SOFTBALL V. EVANSVILLE (DH) 1:00 PM

Congratulations

Irish Men's Basketball

NIT Runners-up

FRIDAY APRIL 3

Women's Tennis @ Austin, TX 5:00 PM

Softball v. Detroit (DH) 3:00 PM

Track @ Texas Relays 11:00 AM

SATURDAY APRIL 4

Baseball v. Ball State (DH) 1:00 PM

Men's Tennis v. West Virginia 1:00 PM

Lacrosse v. Denison 11:00 AM

Track @ Indiana Intercollegiates Bloomington, IN 11:00 AM

Women's Golf @ IU Invitational Bloomington, IN 8:00 AM

SUNDAY APRIL 5

Baseball v. Western Michigan 1:00 PM

Men's Tennis v. Wisconsin 1:00 PM

Softball v. Evansville (DH) 1:00 PM

Congratulations

Irish Men's Basketball

NIT Runners-up
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Men's Tennis v. West Virginia 1:00 PM
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Track @ Indiana Intercollegiates Bloomington, IN 11:00 AM

Women's Golf @ IU Invitational Bloomington, IN 8:00 AM

SUNDAY APRIL 5

Baseball v. Western Michigan 1:00 PM

Men's Tennis v. Wisconsin 1:00 PM

Softball v. Evansville (DH) 1:00 PM

Congratulations

Irish Men's Basketball

NIT Runners-up
Inexperienced could doom Duke opponents

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — The Final Four is the ultimate experience for a college basketball player and except for the Duke Blue Devils there isn’t a lot of experience this year.

Duke has made the national semifinals its March vacation spot. The Blue Devils have been to the Final Four five straight years and six of seven, winning it all last season.

Everybody but the freshmen on top-ranked Duke (32-2) know what it’s like to go through the weekend that culminates the 64-team, one-and-out NCAA tournament.

Seniors Christian Laettner and Brian Davis, like Greg Koubek last year, wound up through the weekend that culminates the 64-team, one-and-out NCAA tournament.

You can even take it lightly. “The more Final Fours you go to, the more cousins you find out you have who need tickets,” Blue Devils coach Mike Krzyzewski said.

The other teams need only to have names of immediate family members on their tickers.

Indiana (27-6), Duke’s opponent in Saturday’s second game, is at its fourth Final Four under coach Bob Knight, the last in 1987 when the Hoosiers were champions. In fact, the only Final Four appearance by Knight which didn’t end with a championship was in 1989 when the All-American seemingly7 was not nearly the player he is now.”

Knight said Laettner, the tournament’s all-time leading scorer and master of the regional championship buzzer-beater. “He has the ability to pass, shoot and create for his team.”

Duke and Indiana will follow the game between Cincinnati, the team no one really knows, and Michigan, the team which骑士 Reach has been spending much of the season scouting, on Friday night in Minneapolis. The Wolverines (24-8) were third in the Big Ten and won the regional NCAA tournament, the first time.

The Wolverines have names of immediate family members on their tickers.

The Wolverines have names of immediate family members on their tickers.

“Mushrooms, Diced Tomatoes, and Broccoli

Open 7 Days A Week
At 6:30 A.M.

Serving NDSMC Students for 27 years

Try our new
OVEN BAKED 4”
EGG JUMBO
VEGETARIAN OMELETTE
Filled with Onion, Green Peppers, Mushrooms, Diced Tomatoes, and Broccoli

$3.00 each EXP. 6-30-92 off

For Rent

5 BEDROOM HOUSE

Amenities Include:
2 Full Baths
Washer/Dryer
Security System
New Appliances
1 Mile From N.D.

Newly Remodeled. Features Include:
All New Bathrooms
New Appliances
New Carpet
Completely Repainted
New Siding

232-8256

Summer STORAGE

Reservation 683-1959

* APPROX 2 1/2 MILES NORTH US 31-33 Master Mini Warehouses
Shaq expected to enter the NBA draft

BATON ROUGE, La. (AP) — Shaquille O'Neal, the 7-foot-1 center who dominated college basketball during three years at Louisiana State, is expected to take his game to the pros next season.

O'Neal called a news conference for 2 p.m. EST Friday at Fort Sam Houston. He is expected to announce that he will bypass his senior year at LSU and enter the NBA draft.

The Times-Picayune and ESPN have both cited unidentified sources in saying that O'Neal is likely to turn pro. LSU coach Dale Brown wouldn't give his opinion.

"I've had my own feeling, which I don't want to express to you now," Brown told the Times-Picayune Wednesday. "I've had this feeling for some time. I just don't want to say anything at all."

Brown didn't return a telephone call Thursday.

Brown met Sunday with O'Neal and his family in San Antonio, where the two-time All America is spending his spring semester break.

A few weeks ago, Brown advised O'Neal to turn pro because of what Brown perceived as the undue physical pounding O'Neal has received from opposing teams. However, Brown said he remained neutral during Sunday's meeting.

"I gave them a list of pluses for staying in school and pluses for leaving," Brown said. "I told LSU's Shaquille O'Neal, last year's College Player of the Year, will announce today that he is entering the 1992 NBA draft. LSU's Shaquille O'Neal, last year's College Player of the Year, will announce today that he is entering the 1992 NBA draft.

O'Neal's father, Phillip Harrison, that the news conference should be held at Baton Rouge, said he would not change his plans to attend the Final Four in order to attend Friday's news conference.

Ellis to perform in 4th annual dunk contest

Special to the Observer

The Fourth Annual College Basketball Slam Dunk and Three Point Shooting Championship will be held in Minneapolis on Sunday, April 5 at University of Minnesota's Williams Arena. The event will also include the first Women's Three-Point Shooting Contest in addition to the traditional Men's Slam Dunk and Three-Point Shooting Contests.

In addition to the Women's three-point shooting competition, this event is unique because television viewers will actually determine the Slam Dunk champion. A panel of on-site judges will narrow the eight Slam Dunk contestants to two. During the Men's and Women's Three-Point Shooting Championships, viewers will vote for their favorite Slam Dunk finalist by calling a special telephone number. The Slam Dunk winner will be announced at the end of the broadcast.

Shooting in the Men's Three-Point Championship will be Christian Laettner of Duke, Todd Day and Lee Maysberry of Arkansas, Walt Williams of Maryland, Steve Rogers of Alabama State, Chris Smith of Connecticut and Tom Gugliotta of North Carolina State. One more player will be added.

The Slam Dunkers participating this year include Notre Dame's LaPhonso Ellis, Wyoming's Reginald Slater, Everick Sullivan of Louisville, Calvin Tolbert of East Tennessee State, Keith Horne of Texas-San Antonio and Washington State's Neil Derrick. Two more players will be added.
In a belated April Fool's joke, the Notre Dame baseball team's home opener against Valparaiso yesterday was supposed to be.

The weather has not been kind to the 15th-ranked Irish so far this year. The team has been forced to hold an practice outdoors and more rain and snow this weekend could cause some problems for the Irish who are scheduled to play 38 games in five weeks.

Weather permitting, the Irish (11-7) hope to make up one of the games against the Crusaders today at Jake Kline and play the scheduled games this weekend. Ball State (7-13) invades Covoleski Regional Stadium for a doubleheader on Saturday and Western Michigan (4-8) comes in for a game on Sunday.

"Both have great traditions in baseball," said Notre Dame coach Pat Murphy. "The Mid-American is a very strong conference and has been represented well in the NCAA regionals.

"Notre Dame has won three straight against Ball State including a doubleheader sweep in the last meeting in 1987. The Cardinals hosted MAC rival Bowling Green in a doubleheader on Tuesday and Taylor in a single game on Friday. Last Ball State went 4-2 including a sweep of Indianaapolis and two split doubleheaders with Western Michigan.

"Our first goal is to talk to the student-athletes we have and try and recruit them," said Murphy. "As far as recruiting else-where, we will recruit in California, back East, in the Midwest. We're going to recruit nationally.

"We're behind, but we'll begin again on the seventh," Massimino said of recruiting for a new school. "Our first goal is to talk to the student-athletes we have and try and recruit them."

"He tried to recruit me out of high school when he was at Villanova," Boney said. "I think he'll do a good job if everybody gives him a chance."

Massimino signed a five-year contract with Villanova, will have to shift into high gear now that he's coaching the fast-paced Runnin' Rebels of Nevada Las Vegas.

"We run, but we don't run like Villanova," he said. "We run, but we don't run like UNLV."

Tarkanian, who is working the remainder of the NBA season as a color commentator for the Los Angeles Clippers, predicted Massimino would coach a different game at UNLV.

"I know Rollie played a slow-down half-court game, but that was at Villanova," he said. "Now that he's at UNLV, I think you might see him open things up.

Massimino said he hoped to "re-recruit" the remnants of a Rebels team that went 26-2 this season and was ranked No. 7. The Rebels were banned from television and post-season play as a final resolution of a 14-year battle between Tarkanian and the NCAA.

"We're behind, but we'll begin again on the seventh," Massimino said of recruiting for a new school. "Our first goal is to talk to the student-athletes we have and try and recruit them."

"As far as recruiting elsewhere, we will recruit in California, back East, in the Midwest. We're going to recruit nationally."

"The Irish have made progressive strides in competitive-ness against these teams. In comparison to some of the opponents this weekend, the four seasons of varsity status that the Irish have under their belts appears very green at best.

Despite this the age factor, the Irish are figuring to step up to and surpass some of their competition.

We are moving up against these Big Ten teams. We are starting to show them that we belong in their league. Hopefully, this will be the weekend where we establish that fact," said Hanlon.

Also competing this weekend is the men's golf team. They travel to the 65th Annual El Paso Invitational to compete in the Purdue Invitational. The Irish are looking to improve their last two weekends relatively lackluster performance.

"Playing for the Irish this weekend will be seniors Mike O'Connell and Mike Crisanti, juniors Chris Dayton and Joe Dennen, and freshman Cole Hanson. The Irish are hoping for better weather as they traveled today after having practice cut short yesterday due to heavy snow and near-freezing temperatures.

"This weekend the Irish will look to capute Mike O'Connell and Mike Crisanti for their respective tournaments this weekend. Hanson is coming off of his first tournament start and is not expected to score even from the scoring line on the team.

Tarkanian, who is working the remainder of the NBA season as a color commentator for the Los Angeles Clippers, predicted Massimino would coach a different game at UNLV.

"I know Rollie played a slow-down half-court game, but that was at Villanova," he said. "Now that he's at UNLV, I think you might see him open things up.

Massimino re-reportedly will make about $700,000 a year.

Massimino ended a 19-year career at Villanova Wednesday when he agreed to a five-year contract to replace Tarkanian.

Massimino, 57, takes over a powerful but troubled program and with strong recruits and other deals, UNLV reportedly will make about $700,000 a year.
Mercy! Behind a pitching staff that has allowed only two earned runs all season, the Detroit Mercy softball team is thinking about the NCAA tournament. But if the Mercy softball team is not in the NCAA tournament, it will be thinking about the MCU conference title.

Navy softball player Stephanie Hayes is among the players who have chosen to play for the Mercy softball team. Hayes is a senior at the University of Notre Dame and is one of the top pitchers in the conference.

The Mercy softball team has a 28-3 record and is ranked third in the country. The team is looking to make a run to the NCAA tournament and wants to make sure they stay healthy and focused on the task at hand. The team has a tough Conference USA schedule and will need to perform well to make a run at the NCAA tournament.

The Mercy softball team will need to continue to focus on their fundamentals and work hard to make sure they are ready for whatever challenges come their way. With a 28-3 record and a strong pitching staff, the Mercy softball team is one of the top teams in the country and has a good chance to make a run to the NCAA tournament.

Next up for the Mercy softball team is a game against the University of Louisiana-Lafayette. The team is looking to continue their strong play and make a run to the NCAA tournament.

The Mercy softball team will need to continue to work hard and focus on their fundamentals to make a run to the NCAA tournament. With a strong pitching staff and a tough Conference USA schedule, the team has a good chance to make a run to the NCAA tournament and bring home the national championship.
**Today**

Friday, April 3, 1992

**SPELUNKER**

I THINK OUR NEWSPAPER NEEDS A NEW ADVICE COLUMN. I SO I'M APPLYING FOR THE JOB.

**JAY HOSLER**

THE FAR SIDE

CALVIN AND HOBBES

**GARY LARSON**

COLUMNIST, 1993

I'M APPLYING FOR THE JOB.

**BILL WATTERSON**

**THE RIGHT ACTIVIST?**

**N O TR E D A M E**

**S T U D E N T U N I O N B O A R D**

**M E T E O R O L O G I C A L S T U D Y  C O U R S E**

**STUDENT UNION AND HOMES**

**T H E 1 1 6 .**

**SO YOU'RE NOT ANIMAL HEEDS A NEW ADVICE COLUMN.**

**N O T R E D A M E**

**F R I D A Y , A P R I L 3 , 1 9 9 2 p a g e 1 9**

Date rejection lines

**MENU**

**Notre Dame**

- Baked Stuffed Orange Ruffly
- Fresh Gulf Snapper Saute
- Fried Clams/Shrimp Poppers
- Stuffed Shells/Corn

**T H E 1 1 6 .**

- Never slam on the brakes in a station wagon with a pair of ice skates in the back.

- Date rejection lines

**CAMPUS**

Friday

- 7:15 p.m. and 8:45 p.m. Film: "The Commitments."
- 8 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. Film: "Beauty and the Beast."
- 8 p.m. "Meisenbach and Golden," a flute and harp duo.

**L E C T U R E S**

Friday


- 4 p.m. Informal discussion on the Jewish community of South Bend, Marlene Miles of Campus Ministry. Radin Campus Ministry Office.

**Sophomore Literary Festival**

1993 Committee Applications

Due April 10

Applications available from Barb at the Student Government Office

**B U G S Y**

Friday, April 3

9:45 p.m. and 11:30 p.m.

Friday, April 4

8 PM & 10:30 PM

Admission is $2.
By JONATHAN JENSEN
Sports Writer

The eighth-ranked Notre Dame men's tennis team faces three stiff challenges this weekend at the Eck Tennis Pavilion.

First, they must find a way to replace injured junior Mark Schmied, who was 13-3 in number-five singles this year. They teamed with Chris Wojtalek to produce an undefeated number-three doubles team. Second, they face an underachieving West Virginia team on Saturday that is loaded with talent and could surprise the favored Irish.

Finally, on Sunday they meet up against Wisconsin, a team that the Irish lost to last year and have not beaten during Coach Bob Bayliss' five years here.

The answer to the first challenge can come in several forms. In number-five singles, the Irish will have to replace Schmied with any one of a trio of juniors. Ren Ross, Tom North, or Wojtalek are all capable and all have seen action at six-singles this year. In doubles, the Irish will most likely count on the team of North and sophomore Ted Ecker.

"Obviously it's very hard to step in the middle of the season and compete," said Bayliss, "but these players have all been in playing situations."

As far as West Virginia is concerned, Mark Bonora, a junior from Flossmoor, Ill., could pose problems for Notre Dame's David Dilucia at number-one singles. In their last meeting, Bonoras defeated Dilucia 6-4 in the third set.

In addition to the 42nd-ranked Boorais, the Mountaineers also boast four talented seniors and three freshman in their starting line-up, two of which were recruited to come to Notre Dame. The freshmen have been up and down all year, but have the potential to play very well.

"They're a scary team," noted Bayliss.

In doubles, Bonoras teams with senior Rodrigo Gonzalez to produce the nation's 26th-ranked doubles tandem, so look to also challenge the fifth-ranked David Dilucia-Chuck Coleman team.

I am very concerned," said Bayliss of the Mountaineers. "Sometimes a good team that has nothing to play for can be really tough."

On Sunday the Irish face Wisconsin, who is led by talented seniors Brian Nelson and Joey Deer at number-one and two singles. In last year's victory over the Irish, Nelson beat Will Forsyth and Deer defeated Chuck Coleman, so the Irish know they will have their hands full.

The Badgers are even more dangerous in doubles, where Deer and Nelson form one of the Midwest's best teams. They were finalists in the Midwest Regional Doubles Championships a year ago, and they could stand in the way of a potential NCAA birth for Dilucia and Coleman. The seventh-ranked Irish tandem is looking to overtake teams from Ball State (4th) and Minnesota (5th) in the national rankings.

"From our end, this is a match that we're very concerned about," stated Bayliss. "We will have to play very well to win it."

Lacrosse hopes to add Denison to list of victims

By JASON KELLY
Sports Writer

After an 11-5 win at Ohio Wesleyan on Tuesday, the Notre Dame lacrosse team returns home tomorrow afternoon at 2 p.m. to face Denison.

"Randy Corrigan was the key to Notre Dame's attack against the Bishops. He paced the Irish offense with three goals, and his offensive production will be needed again tomorrow if the team hopes to extend its win streak to four," said Bayliss.

"Randy is a scorer, a big-time player," Cornnag said. "They have some very good players and in some games they've played poorly, but in others they've played very well."

The Irish have fallen into a similar trap this season. Early in the year, they were playing up to their potential and their record proved it as they started 1-3-1.

They have notched three straight wins since then, however, including victories over Lake Forest and 9th-ranked Hofstra, and they are looking to add to that list tomorrow. Consistency will be the objective of the team as the season continues.

"I think we've had some games where we've played well," Cornnag said. "Now we are just looking to be consistent."

First, they must find a way to replace in injured junior from Flossmoor, Ill., could pose problems for Notre Dame's David Dilucia at number-one singles. In their last meeting, Bonoras defeated Dilucia 6-4 in the third set.

In addition to the 42nd-ranked Boorais, the Mountaineers also boast four talented seniors and three freshman in their starting line-up, two of which were recruited to come to Notre Dame. The freshmen have been up and down all year, but have the potential to play very well.

"They're a scary team," noted Bayliss.

In doubles, Bonoras teams with senior Rodrigo Gonzalez to produce the nation's 26th-ranked doubles tandem, so look to also challenge the fifth-ranked David Dilucia-Chuck Coleman team.

I am very concerned," said Bayliss of the Mountaineers. "Sometimes a good team that has nothing to play for can be really tough."

On Sunday the Irish face Wisconsin, who is led by talented seniors Brian Nelson and Joey Deer at number-one and two singles. In last year's victory over the Irish, Nelson beat Will Forsyth and Deer defeated Chuck Coleman, so the Irish know they will have their hands full.

The Badgers are even more dangerous in doubles, where Deer and Nelson form one of the Midwest's best teams. They were finalists in the Midwest Regional Doubles Championships a year ago, and they could stand in the way of a potential NCAA birth for Dilucia and Coleman. The seventh-ranked Irish tandem is looking to overtake teams from Ball State (4th) and Minnesota (5th) in the national rankings.

"From our end, this is a match that we're very concerned about," stated Bayliss. "We will have to play very well to win it."

Lacrosse hopes to add Denison to list of victims

By JASON KELLY
Sports Writer

After an 11-5 win at Ohio Wesleyan on Tuesday, the Notre Dame lacrosse team returns home tomorrow afternoon at 2 p.m. to face Denison.

"Randy Corrigan was the key to Notre Dame's attack against the Bishops. He paced the Irish offense with three goals, and his offensive production will be needed again tomorrow if the team hopes to extend its win streak to four," said Bayliss.

"Randy is a scorer, a big-time player," Cornnag said. "They have some very good players and in some games they've played poorly, but in others they've played very well."

The Irish have fallen into a similar trap this season. Early in the year, they were playing up to their potential and their record proved it as they started 1-3-1.

They have notched three straight wins since then, however, including victories over Lake Forest and 9th-ranked Hofstra, and they are looking to add to that list tomorrow. Consistency will be the objective of the team as the season continues.

"I think we've had some games where